**Store Concept**

**Customize for Yourself**

Make full use of the things and activities that **ecute** provides in ways that suit your own requirements.

---

**Floor Configuration**

- **Fourth floor**
  - Approx. 3,000 m²
  - Floor Concept: **Green Grass**
    - This floor is for culture and lifestyle support provided with convenience, comfort, and an insistence on quality in the services offered. In this green environment, everyone from children to adults will find satisfaction in the services provided.
    - Day-care center, Clinic, Culture facilities, etc.

- **Third floor**
  - Approx. 3,500 m²
  - Floor Concept: **Life and Style**
    - An urban neighborhood that everyone can enjoy, whether on their own or together. Its three zones provide a diverse assortment of activities and things, ranging from selected foods and sundries to apparel, targeted separately to couples, individuals, and families.
    - Apparel, Fashion goods, Home and interior decoration goods; Hobbies, Café, etc.

- **Second floor**
  - Approx. 2,200 m²
  - **Concourse floor**
  - Approx. 2,000 m²
  - Floor Concept: **The Daily Table**
    - This zone not only satisfies the quick needs of customers using the station, but also suggests products with a casual high-quality feel for everyday living.
    - Deli, Sweets, Eat-in, Daily goods, Books, etc.

- **First floor**
  - Approx. 450 m²
  - **Aboveground floor**
  - Floor Concept: **Quality Food Market**
    - This zone has clusters of food to eat and to make that offer selectivity in ingredients, casual ease, and convenience that make customers want to drop by on their way from home and back. They will find assistance in setting a bountiful table.
    - Fresh produce, Groceries, Delicatessen, Sweets, Bakery, etc.

**Inside the ticket gates**

- **Floor Concept:** **South Gate**
  - This cheerful, open café space is the distinctive face of Tachikawa Station south exit that greets arriving customers.
  - Café, Sundries, etc.

**Outside the ticket gates**

- **Floor Concept:** **Customize for Yourself**
  - Make full use of the things and activities that **ecute** provides in ways that suit your own requirements.